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Preface
The present reprt concludes the projat "Solar wdalls phase 11" finmcd by the Danish Ministry of Energy - journal no 1353185-5. The prwding project "Solar wdls phase 1" is
r e p r t d in ref. [1].
The expriment reportd in the r e p & was c a r ~ dout during the first five months of 1986,
t
r e p r t d by the end of 1992-beginning of 1993.
while the results from the e x p ~ m e n were
d a prson, who did not pmicipate in
The results from the exwfiment were fudher r e p ~ by
the plmning or ex~utionof the expriment. This may be the rason for inconsistencies (if
my) in the rep&.

Summary
The present report describes the findings from an experilnent with two heavy mass solar
walls. For both solar walls different measures were taken in order to decrease the heat loss
from the mass component through the cover.
In the first wall a vertical blind of bright plastic foil was i n s a l & between the cover and the
mass component. The blind was turnable and operatd in such a way that during the day the
slats of the blind were always parallel with the solar beams and during the night they were
closed in order to decrease the radiative and convective losses through the cover.
The second wall was an internally ventilated Tronnbe wall, An insulating panel was mount&
in the space between the mass component and the absorber, A transparent cover was further
installed in front of the absorber. The two air gaps on each side of the insulati~agpanel were
c o n n x t d by an opening at the top and at the bottom of the insulating panel, The heat
absorb& by the absorber was transported to the mass component by a thermosiphonic air
stream between the two air gaps on each side of the insulating panel. In order to prevent a
reverse air circulation, dampers were mounted in the openings at the top and bottom of the
insulating panel. The dampers were made of plastic foil and metal grids.
The report describes the results obtained from measurements from two measuring periods in
the beginning of 1986. Different temperatures of the walls are shown. The U-values, the
overall net heat gains and the solar gains of the walls have been calculated. The thermal
comfort of rooms with the walls are furthermore discussed and it is described how overlaeating problems may be reduced.
It is estimated that the walls are suihble under Danish wmther conditions. More detail&
investigations are, however, necessaq in order to determine the annud savings of the walls
installed in r e d buildings and in order to investigate if the walls w e profitable.
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1 Introduction
There has been a growing interest in utilizing the sun for heating puvoses during the last
decades because of an incrasing undersmding of the environn~enMproblems when using
fossil fuels. Passive solar hating is one way to trtilize the solar radiation.
A solar wall is a passive device for utilimtion of the solar radiation on the thermd envelop
of a building. The most simple solar wall consists of a massive wdl which is painted black on
the outside. In order to d x r a s e the h a t loss to the ambient a hansparent cover is mount&
in front of the wall. When the solar radiation hits the black painted wdl, the wall will be
heated up. Some of the heat will, by conduction, be transport& to the room behind the wall,
Depending on the h a t capacity md thermal conductivity of the massive wdl the transport of
solar heat will be delayed md the massive wdl will act as a therm& storage. The heat g ~ n d
by the solar wall will thus be in less conflict with the direct solar gain through the windows
of the building.

Several different Ends of solar wd1s exist, suit& for different climates md different purposes. Under Danish weather conditions it is nxessary to use well insulatd solar walls in
order not to lose too much of the collated solar energy to the environment and to minimize
the heat losses in periods with no solar radiation.
The present report describes the results o b h i n d from m experinnent with two insulatd solar
walls. The design of the solar walls was based on w l i e r expefience - theoretied considerations, simulations and expe~ments(refa
For both walls special nnasures were taken in
order to decrmse the heat loss through the cover.
'

In the first wall a vertical turnable blind was insealld betwmn the mass compnent and the
cover. The blind was made of bfight plastic foil. The blind was operated in such a way, that
the slats of the blind were always parallel with the solar beams during the day, while the blind
was closed during the night. Due to the bright surfaces of the blind the radiative heat loss was
descreasd during the night, but also during the day. The convective heat loss was also
decreased, The blind did, however, also cut off some of the difftkse solar radiation,
For the second so1x wall another concept was chosen. The wall was an intemdly ventilated
'Trombe wall. The principles of the wall are shown in fig 1 1. The principles of the wall are,
that an insulatd panel is ins&l%edbetwwr~the mass component and the absorber. The heat
from the absorber is transport4 to the mass cornponerat by rnans of a thermosiphon air
stream. Two plastic foils (da~npers)were ano~~nte-d
at the top and bottom air gap of the insulating panel in order to prevent a reverse circulation during the night which wsukd discharge
the mass component heat storage,
%.

The solar walls and the test are described iri. detail i n the following chapter.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

Figure 1 %.%

Transparent cover
Absorber
Air gap
Insulated panel
Damper of plastic foil
Mass wall

The pinciple of' the second s011ar wall - an internally ventilatd Trombe wall.

2 Description of the experiment with the solar walls
The present chapter describes the two solar walls and the experiment.

2 , l The experimenhl building
The two s o l x walls were tested in an expeH"imenhlbuilding at the campus of the T ~ h n i c d
University of Denmark. Figure 2.1 shows the layout of the experimenQ1 building while fig.
2.2 shows the two solar walls mountd in the south facade of the experimennd building,

north

with vertical
turnable blind

internally ventilated
Trombe wall

Figure 2.1

Layout of the exprimenhl house where the two solar walls were testd.

Figure 2.2

The two solar walls mounted in the experimend building. The solar wall
with the vertical turnable blind is the one to the left, while the intemdly
ventilated Trombe wall is to the right.

The experimenlal building consisted of two identical test rooms md betwen them a room for
masuring quipment and a porch. The constmction of the experimenhl building was wooden
beams and laths with the outer walls, floor and roof insulatd with l00 mm mineral wool (ref.
[2]). White screens were mounted on the east and west facades with a ventilatd air gap
betwen the screns and the facades in order to reduce the influence of the solar radiation on
these facades. The inner surfaces of the walls (except for the solar walls) consistd of plywood, while the floor was made of chipboard and the ceiling of gypsum plates. The floor area
of the test rmms was 110 m%.Auxiliuy h a t was supplid by thermoslatically control%&
electric panels in order to m a i n ~ nthe room temperatalre level at approximately 20°C.
The mass component of the solar walls consist& of andfliime bricks with the following
properties:

Table 2.1

The therms-physical properties of the mass compnent. The properties are
taken from hmdbmks - not m a s u r d for the actual m a t e ~ d s .

A vertical section of the mass component is shown in fig. 2.3. The thickness of the walls were
0.228 m. Figure 2.4 shows one of the mass components before the rest of the solar wall was
inshlld. Figure 2.5 shows a close-up of the mass component. A more debild description of
the mass compnents cm be found in ref. [l].

Figure 2.3

Section of one of the mass components.

Figure 2 4

The mass component before insQllatisn of the rest of the solar wdall.

Figure 2.5

Close-up of the mass compnent.

Figure 2.6 shows the overall dimensions of the sdar walls and the dimensions of the transparent area. The numbers in brackets are the dimensions of the internally ventilatd Tronnbe
wall.

Figure 2.6

The overall dimensions of the solar walls and the dimensions of the transparent area, all in m~m.

22 Solar wall no 1: with vediml turnable blind
The solar wall was, as already mentioned, q u i p p d with a vertical turnable blind betwen the
mass component and the cover. The cover consist& of 5 mm ordinary glass. The trmspaent
area of the solar wall was approximately 2.9 1 mz. Selative foil (Maxorb) was fastened to the
outer surface of the mass component in order to reduce the radiative heat loss from the solar
wall further. Figure 2.19 shows the solar wall. The wheel at the top right corner of the solar
wall was for operating the blind. The wheel was connected to a damper motor and a timer.
The blind was operated in such a way, that the slats of the blind were always parallel to the
solar bbeams during the day and closed during the night. Figure 2.8 shows the traverse rod for
turning the blind.

Figure 212.7

Photograph of the solar wall with the blind.

Figure 2.8

The traverse rod for turning the blind.

Thermo lath

Vertical turnable blind
Mass
wall

Mass wall

Thermo Iatb
Thermo lath

Figure 2.9

lass

L Vertical turnable blind

The overall design of the solar wall with the blind.

Figures 2.9-12 show in detail the design of the solar wall with the blind. Thermo laths were
mount& around the solar w d l in order to reduce uncontrolable heat losses and thermd
bridges. The dimensions of the cross section of the therrmo laths are given in fig. 2,110. The
thermo laths were made of plywood and small wooden laths and filled with soft minerd wool.
Additional 15 mm hard mineral wool was mount& on the inner surface of the side thermo

laths and 30 mm on the inner surface of the bottom thermo lath. Bright adhesive plastic foil
was fastend to the additional hard insulation in order to reflect the solar radiation on the
thermo lath to the absorber on the mass wall.

L Mass

Figure 2,40

wall

Vertical section. Details of the top of the solar wall with the blind,

The solar wall consists counted from the outside of a 5 mm cover of ordinary glass fastend
to the thermo laths by m a n s of aluminium profiles and sealing strips. A vertical and turnable
blind was mounted in the 1148 mm air space between the cover and the mass wall, The surface
of the mass wall was coverd by a selective foil - Maxorb foil.

wool

Figure 2. % %

Wosizonkl section. Details of the side of the solar wall with the blind.

Figure

l2

Vertical s ~ t i o nDetails
,
of the bottom of the solar wall with the blind.

2.3 Solar wall no 2: internally ventilated Trombe wall
The solar wdl had an insulating panel between the mass component and the absorber. A
transparent cover of 5 mm ordinary glass was further mounted in front of the absorber. At the
top md bottom of the insulating panel were two openings allowing the air to circulate betwen
the two air spaces on each side of the insulating panel. A plastic foil (Teflon) a d a grid were
mount& in the openings at the top and bottom of the insulating panel, The plastic foil md
grid acted as a damper with a built-in non-return valve. The air was thus only d l o w d to
circulate in one dirwtion - up along the back of the absorber and down1 along the mass component, In this way heat loss by counter-flow during the night was preventd. Figure 2.13
shows a photogral~hof the solar wall, while figs. 2,14-17 show the design of the wall in
detail. Figure 2.18 shows the insulated panel before ins&Ilation and figs. 2-19-20 show the
bottom and top damper, respectively.

Figure 2.13

Photograph of the interndly ventilatd Trombe wdl.

The solar wall consists named from the outside of a 5 mm cover of ordinary glass fastend to
the thermo laths by m a n s of altlminium profiles md saling strips. The trmspaent aa of
the solar wall was approximately 2.67 m2. The cover was mount4 55 mm in front of the
absorber which consist8 of l mm aluminium with a selxtive surface - Mmorb foil. Betwen
the absorber md the mass component an insulating component was mountd. The absorber
was fastened to the thermo laths by mans of wooden laths md duminium profiles. The
absorber was dso fastened to the insulating panel in the middle by an aluminium profile - s e
fig. 2.14. The insulating panel consist& of a wooden framework with soft minerd wool md
hard masonite on each side. The woodlmineral wool ratio was 0.13 (corresponding to 11 1-5 %
of the overall area of the wall).
At the top a d the bottom of the insulating panel a damper was install&. The two damprs
were made of Teflon foil and a metal grid. The Teflon foil was extremely thin which made it
possible for the thermosiphon air stream to open the damper during a day with solar radiation.
During periods without solar radiation the air will tend to circulate the opposite way aound
and thereby discharge the storage to the surroundings. This reverse flow was prevented by the
grid, as the Teflon foil was sucked tight to the grid and thereby closing the opening. The

l

Thermo lath

D a m ~ e rof teflon foil

Glass

lnsulotion panel

Mass

Absorber

wall

Damper of teflon foil
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Thermo lath

Thermo lath

Insulation panel

Figure 2.14

1

The overall design of the internally ventilatd Trombe wall.

opening area of the top damper was approximately 0. 1l5 mz, while the opening area of the
bottom damper was approximately 8.138 m2. The cross section of the extensnd air gap was
approximately 0.108 m2 md the cross section of the air gap betwmn the insulating panel and
the mass component was approximately 0.132 mz.

1 :4

Figure 2.15

Verticd s ~ t i s n Details
.
of the top of the internally ventilatd Trombe wdell,

4 m m hard
rnasonite

Figure 2.16

4 m m hard 1 m m aluminium
with Maxorb
5
masonite

glass

Norizonhl section. Details of the side of the internally ventilatd Trombe
wall.

Bright adhesive plastic foil was mountd on each of the side thermo laths and the bottom
therm0 lath betwen the cover and the absorber - see figs. 2.16-1'7. Most of the solar radiation
on these arms was, therefore, reflectd to the absorber.

Figure 2.17

Ve~icalsxtion. Details of the bottom of the internally ventilatd Trombe
wall.

Figure 2.18

The insulating panel of the internally ventilatd Trombe wall Pefore the
absorber was mount&). Note the spacing profiles of aluminium (vedicd - on
both sides and in the middle) for mainbining the dishlace betwen the
absorber and the insulating panel.

Figure 2.19

Bottom damper of the interndly ventilatd Trombe wall. Note the aluminium
profile and lath to keep the absorber plane.

Figure 2.20

Top dan~aperof the interndly ventilated Trombe wall. Note the grid and the
Teflon foil.

2,4 The measuring system
In this section the appllid masalring system will briefly be describd. Further details can be
found in ref. [l] and 133.

27 ~nasuringpoints were scanned every 10 minutes and stored on tape for further analyses.
The mmsuring points are listd in table 2.2.
The position of the snasuring points of the mass components are given in fig. 2.21, The
temperatures of the rnass walls were, for wall 1, mean values of 5 thermocoup%es(connect4
as thermopiles) as shown in the left part of fig. 2.21, while for wall 2 the thersanoco%lplesat
the middle of the wall were disconnectd.
The masuring of the surface temperatures of the roos-ws was perform& with thermopiles with
l 4 elements mounted on the floor, ceiling and walls except for the mass wall,
The masuring of the heat flow through the internal. surface of the mass walls was performal
with heat flow meters with 80 junctions - see ref. [l] and 13%for further details.
The rest of the temperatures were masured with thermopiles with several elements or only
with thermocouples - see table 2.2.
The ambierat temperature was measurd with a shield& thermocouple on the north side of the
experimenbi building. The pyranometers for masuring the total and diffuse radiation at
vertical south and the cup memometer for measuring the wind sped along the south facade
are shown in fig. 2.22.

ture of the mass wall (position C)

---.p-fuse radiation on vertical south

Table 2,2

The measuring points of the experiment with the two solax wdalls.
* number of junctions of the thermopiles, ** see fig. 2.2 1,
Wall 1 is the solar wall with the blind.
Wall 2 is the internally ventilatd Trombe wall.
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The location of the teinperatksre masuring points of the mass walls, For wall
2 the middle tP%ernnocoaap%es
- location 3 - were disconneckd.

Figure 2.22

The pyranometers for masuring the total and diffuse radiation at vertical
south, The clap anerrtometer for masuring the wind speed dong the south
facade was mount& on the verge board of the south facade - at the a r o w 0
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Figure 3.2

The total and difiase solar irradiation on the south facade of the experimenQ1
building - Januay 30-May 7.
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Figure 33.

The wind sp& along the south facade of the experimend building - Januxy
30-May 7.
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The air temperature of the test rooms during the experiment - J a n u q
38-May 7.
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Figure 3 3

The heat fluxes through the inte~ndsurfaces of the Inass components during
the experiment - January 30-May 7.

component at the beginning of the experiment. The explanation for this anay be, that the
rooms were unheatd until the beginning of the experi~nent.So the large " " k t loss" was
really heat input us& to raise the temperature of the mass compnents to stable conditions.
Further investigations of the data set will, therefore, be lirnital to aaa investigation of the two
periods Marcl] l-April 3 and April 22-May 7.

3,l Temperatures in the solar walls
In the following the temperatures m a s u r d in the solar wdls during the experiment will be
investigatd.

The labels of the temperatures shown in the following graphs are given in fig. 3,6.

----

glass

absorber

j

absorber
top of loop

glass

p
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mass w a l l

bottom of loop

r
Wall 1

Figure 3.6

Wall 2

The labels of the temperatures shown in the following graphs,

No measurements were o b u i n d for position D of the mass components of wall 2 due to a
brakdown of the thermopile.
Figures 3.7-16 show the solar radiation and the temperatures of the walls for the first of the
two investigatd periods - March l -April 3,
Wall B is the solar wall with the vertical turnable blind,
Wall 2 is the internally ventilatd Trombe waR1.
Please note that for wall 2 it is necessaq to show the temperatures in two graphs.
]Figures 3.8- 10 c m be rather difficult to intepret. Figure 3.1 l - I6 show, therefore9 the first
and second week of the period in a close-up. The first week was a week with much solar
radiation while during the second week, it was overcast.
Figures 3.17-20 show the solar radiation and the temperatures of the walls for the second of
the two investigated periods - April 22-May 4.
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Figure 3-7

The total and diffuse solar irradiation on the south facade of the e x p e ~ m e n b l
building during the period March 1-April 3.
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Temperatures in wall 1 during the period March l-April 3.
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Figure 3.9

Temperatures in wall 2 during the period Much 1-April 3.
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Figure 3.10

Temperatures in wall 2 during the period March %-April3.
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Figure 3,11

Temperatures in wall 1 during the period March 1-13 - a sunny period.
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Figure 3.12

Temperatures in wall 2 during the period March 1-7 - a sunny period.
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Temperatures in wall 2 during the period Mach 1-9 - a sunny period.
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Figure 3.14

Temperatures in w d %B during the period Much 8-14 - m overcast ~ ~ o d .
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Figure 3.15

Temperatures in wall 2 during the period March 8- 14 - an overcast pemd.
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Figure 3.16

Temperatures in wall 2 during the period March 8-14 - m overcast p a i d .
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Figure 3.17

The total solar irradiation on the south facade of the experimenM building
during the period April 22-May 7.
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Figure 3.18

Temperatures in wall 1 during the period April 22-May 7.
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Figure 3.19

Temperatures in wall 2 during the period April 22-May 7.
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Figure 3-20

Tempratures in wall2 during the period April 22-May 7.
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An analysis of the figures shown on the previous pages reveals that during periods with solar
radiation the absorber temperature is much higher for wa%l2 (internally ventilatd Trolnbe
wall) than for wall 1 (with vertical turnable blind) se fig, 3*11 and 3.13 -C- fig, 3.18 and 3.20.
This is, however, not sunyfising as the absorber in wall 1 was connect& directly to the storage (the mass component) while for wall 2 the heat was transferrd to the mass component by
mans of several heat transfer prwesses - from the absorber to the air of the outer air gap,
from the outer to the inner air gap by mans of a thermosiphon loop and from the air of the
inner air gap to the mass connponent. The h a t transfer from the absorber to the mass component is thus much slower in wall 2 than in wall 1,
Figs. 3-11-12 and 3-18-19 also show that the temperature level of the Inass component in wall
1 is higher during periods with solar irradiation than that of the mass component in wdl 2,
The temperature level of the mass component in wall 1 d ~ r a s e s however,
,
more rapidly.
This is bxause wall 1 was less insulated than wdl 2. It is illustratd in fig. 3,11 and 3.13
where the temperature of the external surface of the insulation (with a position quivdent to
the position of the absorber of wall 1) had a lower temperature during the night than the
absorber of wall 1.
On the basis of the analysis of the graphs showing the m a s u r d temperatures of the solar
walls during the experiment it may be concluded that wall 1 (with vertical turnable blind) has
a higher solar gain than wall 2 (internally ventilated Trombe wdl) but also a higher heat loss.
This is also shown in fig. '3.5 where the h a t flux through the surface of the mass connpnents
is shown. The air temperature level of the two rooms where, however, not q u a l as shown in
fig 3.4, so an investigation on m m key vdues obtaind from the expekment is n w e s s q in
order to determine which wall had the best performance.

3-2 Investigation of mean key values for the solar walls
In this s ~ t i o nsome m a n key values for the solar wdls - U-value, overall h a t gain md solar
gain - derived from the experiment will be investigatd.

In order to calculate an apparent U-value of the wdls basd on the masurements there is a
m& for a period with stable conditions - a period without much solar irradiation. Fortunately
such a period occurrd during the experiment - day 69-75 @oth days inclusive), where it was
overcast and a rather stable ambient tennperature resulting in rather stable heat fluxes through
the mass components - see figs. 3.1-3 and 3-5.
In order to ensure, that the condition in the mass walls was stable, only the period 70-75 has
been used for the calculation of the U-values. Table 3.1 shows the different input values for
calculating the U-values and the apparent U-values for the two solar walls.

Table 3. 1

The calculated apperent U-values of the solar walls based on the measurements.

In order to investigate if the U-values from table 3.11 are reasonable the thmreticd U-vdues
have been calculated. For wall l (with the blind) the U-value has been calculated both for
open (actually no blind) and closed blind - this is shown in table 3.2. The theoretical U-vdue
for wall 2 (internally ventilated Trombe wall) is, however, more difficult to calculate as the
wall contains an inholnogeneous construction - the insulated panel. It is in the calculations
taken into consideration that 13 % of the insulating panel (= 11.5 % of the transparent area)
was made of wood while the rest was filled with mineral wool and that the area of the two
dampers constituted l1 % of the transparent area. For such constructions the Danish shndad
[4] advices to calculated two U-values - U' and U9 For U' a new "mean" h-value (h')is
calculatd for the inhomogeneous layer, while for U" the three parts of the wall (insulatd
part, wooden part and damper part) are regarded as separate transmission areas. U9 is calculated in figure 3-211 and table 3 -3 and U 9' in table 3.4. The U-value is calculated as:
?.

The influence of the therms laths is not consider& for my of the walls.

Table 3.2

The theoretical U-value of wall 1 with open and closed blind. The influence
of the therlno laths has not been considered,
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Figure 3.2%

The figure shows how the h.'-values have been ca%cu%ated
for the inhomogenmus parts of wall 2. It was necessary to divide the air gaplinsulatd panellair gap into Q inhomogeneous layers. The X-value of layer 3 is eg
calculated as 0.1%*0.7625+0.115*0.12+0.775*8.039 = 0.128.

Table 3.3

The U'-value of wall 2. The influence of the thermo laths has not been
considered.
* thickness and X-value are from figure 3.21.

The U-value of wall 2 is thus 2*0.41*0.33/(0.41+0.33) = 0.37 W/m%K.

Table 3.4

The U"-value of wall 2. The influence of the thermo laths has not b e n
considered.

When comparing the theoretical U-values with the U-values derived from the masurements
(the actual U-values) it is seen that the actual U-value of wall 1 is better than e x p a t d . It is
very close to the thwretical U-value for the wall with closed blind. The blind thus reduces the
convative a d radiative heat loss very much even when it is open.
The actual heat loss of wall 2 is only 22 % higher than the thmretical heat loss. The higher
actual heat loss may be explain& by the large uncerhinties s n the mmsurements md the
calculations, but also by the fact that the influence of the heat loss through the therm0 laths
has not been consider& for the theoretical U-value. It thus seems that the dampers of the
insulated panel (plastic foil and a grid) did operate as expected during periods without solar

radiation, so that the mass component was not discharged due to a reverse circulation of air
between the two air gaps, On fig. 3. l3 it is, however, seen that the temperature just outside
the top damper is 10-15°C higher than the tetnperature on the externd side of the inskalating
panel. This higher temperature is believd to be caused by the poor thermal resisbnce of the
damper, which tends to create a warmer zone at the top of the air gap in front of the insulatd
panel during periods without solar radiation,
According to the Danish building regulations 151 the U-value of a traditional heavy wall
facing the outside should be below 0,35 WImzK. The U-value of wall 1 is twice as high as
this vdue but still only half the value of a solar wall with only a single-pane cover in front of
the mass component. The U-value of wall 2' is only about 30 % higher than that of a tradition$ wdall.

3 2 2 Overall net heat gains
The overall net heat gain has been summarized for the two periods March 1-April 3 md April
22-May 7 . This is shown in table 3-5. The walls gave in average almost no heat input to the
rooms during the first period - it was in the same order of magnitude as the heat loss. The
saved h a t loss during this period was, however, large as seen later - 'cable '3.7-8.

Table 3.5

The measured net heat flux through the internal surface of the mass components = the heat gain.

However, table 3.5 is not giving a true picture of the performance of the walls as the air
temperature of the rooms was not identical as shown in fig. 3.5. The m a n vdetes of the room
temperatures for the two periods are shown in table 3-6 together with the ambient temperature,

I

Table 3.6

temperature

1

The average air temperature of the rooms and the ambient temperature during the
two periods.

The temperature of room B with wall 2 was most of the time higher than room A with wall
I . The h a t loss through wall 2 was thus too high and the solar gain too low for performing
a fair compaPison between the walls.
The performance of wall 2, judged by the overall net heat gain, was I4 % lower than the
performance of wall l for the first period and 28 % lower for the second period. Although
the temperature level of room B was somewhat higher than room A, it cannot account for the
difference. It may thus be concluded, that the performance of wall I was higher than that of
wall 2 for the given period. The periods had, however, a lot of solar radiation. If the
expe~menthad run for the whole hating season the conclusion may have been different as
the solar radiation in Denmark during the period November-January is normdly very low.
The higher U-value of wall 1 would decrease the performance of this wall compard to wall
The only way to deter~~iine
which wall is best, is to develop models of the walls and simulate
the annual h a t savings with both walls installed in buildings. It was, however, not the aim of
the project to create models of the walls. It would further be difficult to develop reliable
models of the walls. The models of the walls should be validated by compafing the performance of the models of the walls with the measurements. No thermo-physicd propefiies
of the materials of the walls have, however, been m a s u r d , the thermal bridges introducd
by the therm0 laths are difficult to describe and the ranass components are suspmted to have
c o n ~ n a some
l
water so the h a t transport through them may not only be due to conduction.
Agrwment between measurements and predictions can, therefore, dilways be o b ~ n by
d
fitting the input data to the model. So there is no idea in performing such a vdidation study
using the measured data from this experiment. Wall 1 is furthermore very difficult to model
as the thermo-physical and optical properties of the gap between the mass component and the
cover change over the day because of the operation of the blind.
It is, however, anticipated that the solar walls will cover a part of the heat demand of the
building. More detailed analyses are, however, necessary in order to determine if the walls
are profitable,

3,223 Solar gains
The solar gain is the overall gain plus the heat loss. The solar gain has been calculated by
using the overall gains from table 3.5 and calculating the heat losses using the U-values from
table 3-11 and the temperatures from table 3.6. This is shown in tables 3. '7-8.

I
Table 3.7

March l-April 3

1

The solar gains from wall I.

Table 3.8

The solar gains from wall 2.

The total solar radiation on the walls was during the two periods 62.306 and 43,546 Wh/m2
respectively. Table 3.9-110 shows the efficiency of the two wall for the two periods

Table 3.9

The efficiency of wall 1.

Table 3.10

The efficiency of wall 2.

Tables 3.7-10 show what has already b e n mention&, that the solar gain for wall 1 was larger
than that of wall 2. Wall l loses, however, much of the gained energy, compard to wall 2,
due to a larger heat loss. Table 3.9-10 shows further that the increase in the efficiency of the
walls from period l to period 2 is higher for wall 2 than for wall l.

The internal surface temperature of the mass component fluctuates very much as seen in figs.
3.1 1-12 and 3.6 8-19. This may cause problems for the thermal comfort in the rooms as surface temperatures very different from the room temperature may result in discomfofia$.
Figures 3.22-25 show the internal surface temperature of the mass components for the two
periods. The surface temperatures are compard to the air temperature of the rooms and the
mean temperature of the other surfaces of the rooms.
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Figure 3.23

The internal surface temperature of the mass component of wall 2 for the first
period compard to the air temperature of the room and the mean tennperature
of the other surfaces.
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second period compared to the air temperature of the room and the mean
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The intermall surface temperature of the mass component of wall 2 for the
second period compard to the air temperature of the room and the mean
temperature of the other surfaces.

The figures show that discorn'iort will rnainly occur in conniection with wall 1, as the surface
temperature of this wall fluctuates more than the surface temperature of wall 2. This was also
expat& as this wall has the highest solar gain resulting in high temperatures of the wall and
the highest U-value resulting in low temperature of the wall.
Figures 3.24-25 further show that serious overhating problems may occur for both wallis
during summer periods. However, this does not need to be the case as the walls have a built-in
overhating protation. If the mechanism for turning the slats of the blind is switch& off in
a position where the blind is closed, then r-nuch of the incollining solar radiation will be
reflected out again and thus heat up the wall less,
A way to reduce the heat $ass of wall l is to install transparent insulation on the absorber. This
will, however, increase the overheating problerms during sunnmer periods, but again "Le bliand
will prevent this if operated correctly.

If one or two additiollal sisnple mar%kaallydriven dampers were installed in the top andtor
bottom air gap of wall 2, it would be possible, during summer perit-~ds,"k conavert the wall to
a morc or less normal wall ie the heat will no longer be transferrd by an air stnmm btat has
to be trmsported through the insulated panel by cosanluetion. This wild clexrease the overheating problems considerably.
This is illustratd in fig. 3.26, Figure 3,26 shows the tex-nperaturesin the two air gaps of a
ven~tilated'Frornbe wall together with the room and ambient tenaperatures, the global radiation
on the cover of the Tronnbe wall and an indication of when the top damper was c:losai or
open, The Tro~wbewall was tested in the Danish PASSYS test cell under the CEC concerted
action BASSYS (ref. [6]), The Trovnbe wall was somewhat different from the wall shown in
fig, 1.1 The principle of the wall is shown in fig, 3,27 - fu'k~~~ther
dc:hils may be foeand in ref.
[7].
'Flxere was no separate absorber in the avail, The absorber was rnountd on the instalaling
panel. The tvm plastic foil dampers were replaced by only onne motor driven damper at the top
of the insulating panel.
The experiment shown in fig- 3*26was perlorraied during a period with much solar. lsadiation
and relatively high ambient temperature, The heavily insulated test cell was free. floating ie
no cooling to reduce the room temperature of the test room behind the Trombe wall,
From fig. 3.26 it is seen that the temperature level of the mass component may decrease
considerably if it is made possible to close the dampers of an internally ventilatd Trombe
wall during summer-time. The decrease of the temperature level will in actual walls be lower
d a
than shown in fig. 3.24 as the room temperature in nornmaal buildings will be m d n ~ n at
temperature level below 25 "C. The duration of the period with closed damper in fig. 3.26
was further too short for allowing the tetnperature of the mass wall to be lower& to a stable
level.

P A S S Y S Tronlhe w a l l experi1-r.-lent
t h e influrl-ice of a closecl d a m p e r

Figure 3.26

The temperature of the two air gaps of the internally ventilated Trombe wall
shown in fig. 3.27 during a warm summer period with md withotat the
damper closed. Damper open: value =. 18, dannper closed: value = 0.

1 One layer of glass
2 Absorber
3 Motor driven dannper
4 Bns~llatiola
5 Thermal mass

Figure 3.27

The internally ventilated Tronnbe wall tested at the Danish PASSYS test site,

4 Visual inspection of the walls
After the experiment the walls and the ewperinnenhl house was left under free floating
conditions for several years. It was, however, decided to demolish the experimenQl btailding
in order to give room for other experinnents. The experimenQ1 building was dernolisl-aedin the
summer of 1989 - three and a half years after the insbllation of the walls.
During the demolition, the constructions were inspect& in order to detect any degeneration
of the walls, The only detected damage was, that the bright plastic foil on the additional
insulation on the thermo laths of wall 1 (see figs. 2.11-12) had lost its adhesive ability and
had crumpld up.

Figure 4.1

The bright adhesive plastic foil on the additional insulation on the therrno
laths of wall l had after three and a half years lost its adhesive ability and had
crumpled up,

5 Conclusion
In Denmark it is necessary to use insulated solar walls in order to avoid losing more energy
during periods without solar radiation than is gained during periods with solar radiation. The
report describes the results obtained from an experiment with two insulated solar walls,
In wall 1 a blind with turnable vertical slats made of bright plastic foil was installed in the air
gap betwen the mass component (sandllime bricks) and the transparent cover, The blind was
turnable and operated in such a way that during the day the slats of the blind were always
parallel to the solar bean1 while the blind during the night was closed in order to dmrease the
heat loss from the Inass component.
Wall 2 was an internally ventilated Trolnbe wall. An insulating panel was mounted betwen
the mass component and the absorber. At the top and bottom of the insulating panel dampers
of plastic foil and a grid were mounted allowing the solar laeat absorbed on the absorber to be
transport& by a therinosiphonic air strarn to the mass component, Discharge by a reverse air
stream during the night was prevented by the dampers.
An investigation of the measured data from the two periods March l-April 3, 11986 md April
22-May '9, 1986 showed that the solar gain was highest for wall l with the vertical turnable
blind, but the heat loss was also highest for this wall resulting in almost identical performance
for the two walls for the first period. Wall 2 had, during the second period, a 28% lower
performance than wall I . The higher performnance of wall I is, however, not real as it 1 4 to
considerably higher overheating problems for this wall than for wall 2.
It was not the aim of the project to develop computer models of the walls and simulate the
mnual performance of the walls installed in buildings. It is, however, expated that wall 2
(interndly ventilated Trolnbe wall) would have a higher performance than wall 1 under
Danish weather conditions. It happens because the heat loss from wall 1 is 67% higher than
from wall 2. Wall 1 will thus, compared to wall 2, lose more energy during November-January (with low solar radiation) than it will gain during the rest of the heating season.
The U-value of a traditional heavy Danish wall should be below 0.35 WIm2K according to
the building code. The heat loss of wall 1 was, based on the measurements, calculated to be
0.75 Wlm2K - ie twice as large as a traditional wall but still only half the U-value of a solar
wall with only a single-pane cover in front of the mass wall. The measured U-value of the
wall was very close to the theoretical U-value of the wall with closed blind. The blind does,
therefore, decrease both the radiative and convective heat loss - d s o when it is open.
The measured U-value of wall 2 was only about 30% higher than that of a traditional wall,
The measured U-value of wall 2 is further very close to the theoretical U-value; it thus s e m s
that the dampers of the insulated panel did operate as expected during periods without solax
radiation, so that the mass cotnponent was not discharged due to a reverse circulation of air
between the two air gaps.
The measurements show that some problems with the thermal comfort may be expected especially overheating proble~ns.The wall does, however, have a built-in overheating protection. If the blind of wall l is closed during the summer, the incoming solar radiation will
be reflected out again without causing much increase of the temperature level of the wdL 116

manually operated dampers were installed in wall 2 and kept closed in the summer, the wall
would be transfornned into al~nosta traditional wall where the heat is no longer transferred by
an air stream but only via conduction through the insulating panel.
A visual inspection d ~ ~ r i nthe
g dismantling of the walls three and a half years after the
inskllation showed no dannages of the wall except that the bright foil fastened on hard insulation had lost its adhesive ability and had crumpled up.
Based on the experience gained from the experiment it is anticipated that the walls are suihble
under Danish weather conditions. More detailed investigations are? however, rnecessary in
order to determine the annual savings of the walls installed in real buildings and in order to
investigate if the walls are profitable.
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